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With the use of high magnetic fields and improved quality factor several kilohertz from that of the solvent signal. These ef-
ratings of the probeheads in modern NMR spectrometers, radia- fects need to be taken into account whenever an experiment
tion damping becomes more and more important. In addition, the uses neither active electronic feedback (4, 5) nor variable
demagnetizing field effect from protonated solvents gains signifi- Q-switching (6) to suppress radiation damping.
cance with the increase of the magnetic field strength. During a

The demagnetizing field in an NMR sample is causedtypical NMR pulse sequence the magnetic fields caused by these
mainly by highly abundant species, such as the solvent, andeffects become time-dependent, which makes the system nonlinear
was for many years considered to be a phenomenon of littleand may, for example, measurably influence the precession fre-
practical importance for NMR (7) . The terms ‘‘dipolarquencies of all nuclei in the sample. Since radiation damping can
field’’ (e.g., Ref. 8) and ‘‘bulk susceptibility effect’’ (e.g.,affect signals that are several kilohertz away from the solvent

resonance, the amplitude, phase, and frequency of the desired Ref. 9) are alternatively used to denote the same effect.
signals can be disturbed so as to give rise to spectral artifacts. In Nonlinear behavior due to the nuclear demagnetizing field
particular when difference methods are used to obtain the final was observed first for solid 3He (10) and later on for liquid
spectrum, the data sets may be severely deteriorated by such arti- 3He (11) . It was predicted that similar effects should be
facts. This paper investigates effects from the demagnetizing field

observable for water at room temperature at magnetic field
and from radiation damping with a selection of pulse sequences

strengths higher than 1 T (10) . Indeed, numerous manifesta-in use for studies of macromolecular hydration, and strategies are
tions of the demagnetizing field effect in liquid-state NMRdescribed for the detection and elimination of the ensuing artifacts.
were reported during the past few years. For pulsed experi-q 1998 Academic Press

ments, transient changes in the magnetic field due to nuclearKey Words: radiation damping; demagnetizing field; protein hy-
dration; nucleic acid hydration. magnetization of the solvent were observed (9) , and multi-

ple spin echoes in liquids at high magnetic fields were re-
ported to originate from the demagnetizing field (12–14) .
An explanation of ‘‘impossible’’ cross peaks between sol-INTRODUCTION
vent and solute molecules in terms of multiple-quantum co-
herences (15–17) was recently a subject of controversyRadiation damping is a well-known effect in high-resolu-
(8, 18–21) . Several applications were proposed which maketion solution NMR, in which solvent magnetization is rotated
use of intrinsic features of NMR in the presence of theback to the external magnetic field direction by the strong
demagnetizing field for indirect detection of one spin speciescoupling of the magnetization with the resonant circuit of
in a NMR sample via the NMR signal of another speciesthe detection system (1) . Radiation damping complicates
(22, 23) and for measuring self-diffusion in liquids (24) ,selective excitation of solvent resonances (e.g., Ref. 2) and
and it was pointed out that optimal solvent signal suppressionsolvent signal suppression (e.g., Ref. 3) . The effect becomes

more and more important at higher static magnetic field could be achieved only if the demagnetizing field effect was
strengths and with improvements in the probe quality factors adequately accounted for (25, 26) .
Q . Radiation damping is commonly assumed to affect sig- Investigation of the hydration of biological macromole-
nals only in a narrow frequency range close to the solvent cules in solution is an attractive application of NMR spec-
resonance. Here, we demonstrate that radiation damping can troscopy in structural biology (e.g., Refs. 27–32) . NMR
influence signals with resonance frequencies differing by pulse sequences for hydration studies must be laid out for

the detection of weak signals in the presence of very intense
solvent lines, which has been achieved with the use of selec-1 Present address: Shemyakin and Ovchinnikov Institute of Bioorganic
tive excitation techniques, with exploitation of radiationChemistry, Russian Academy of Sciences, ul. Miklukho-Maklaya 16/10,

117871 Moscow, Russia. damping, with the use of isotope filtering, differential diffu-
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263COLLECTIVE SOLVENT EFFECTS IN NMR STUDIES OF HYDRATION

sion, or differential relaxation properties (33–41) . In most Figure 1B represents a pulse sequence that uses radiation
damping as described in Ref. (38) , and which is supple-cases, the NMR experiments for studies of macromolecular

hydration make use of difference techniques, and are there- mented with a {15N,1H}-HSQC relay step. The pulse se-
quence in Fig. 1C derives from Ref. (34) and was imple-fore particularly prone to deterioration by artifacts originat-

ing from specific NMR properties of the solvent, such as mented as in the original publication, except that the original
1-ms rectangular water flip-back pulse in the {15N,1H}-radiation damping and the nuclear demagnetizing field. This

paper demonstrates the presence of such artifacts in 750- HSQC relay step was replaced by a 2-ms pulse with the
shape of the center lobe of a sinc function, which ensuresMHz experiments with a selection of experimental schemes

for studies of hydration. Strategies are then developed for more satisfactory difference spectra in the solvent presatura-
tion test described below. Modifications of the gradient se-the elimination of these unwanted signals.
quence represented with broken lines were used in some
recordings to reduce radiation damping effects. To preventMATERIALS AND METHODS
artifacts originating from non-steady-state conditions, all
pulse schemes start with the sequence G1–907 (1H) –G1 toAll NMR data were acquired on a Varian 750 UNITY-
dephase all proton magnetization.Plus spectrometer operating at a 1H resonance frequency of

750 MHz.
Test Procedures

31P NMR Hydration measurements require utmost stability of the
spectrometer and robustness of the pulse sequence. To check

We recorded 31P spectra of 100 mM NaH2PO4 in 90%
on the suitability of the pulse sequences in Fig. 1 for the

H2O/10% D2O to demonstrate the effect of the proton de-
intended purpose, we devised a series of stringent test mea-

magnetizing field and to evaluate the lock system response.
surements.

Radiation damping was reduced by using a sample volume
To obtain artifact-free difference spectra, perfect subtrac-

of 150 ml in a ‘‘heavy-wall’’ NMR tube with only 2-mm
tion of the signals must be achieved in the relay step alone,

inner diameter. The time domain data (s( t)) were trans-
i.e., {15N,1H}-HSQC in the experiments of Fig. 1. Perfect

formed to polar coordinates:
cancellation for the relay step documents that the stability
of the spectrometer is sufficient, the magnetic field gradients

M( t) Å
√
Re(s( t)) 2 / Im(s( t)) 2 , used do not create artifacts, the parameters of the field–

frequency lock system (such as the lock time constant) have
w( t) Å Arctan

Im(s( t))
Re(s( t))

. [1] been set properly, and possible small differences in the im-
plementation of the relay step for the two recordings I and
II (see Fig. 1) (for example, in the phase of the water flip-

The signal amplitude, M( t) , represents the transverse com- back pulse) do not interfere with proper performance.
ponent of the magnetization and hence contains information Solvent presaturation must result in a spectrum which
on spin–spin relaxation, whereas the phase of the signal, contains no solvent proton–macromolecular proton NOEs.
w( t) , carries detailed information on field changes. This test is necessary but not sufficient to ensure artifact-

free experiments, since the dipolar field and the radiationPulse Sequences
damping effects are also suppressed by the presaturation.
For some pulse sequences slight modifications of the testThe pulse sequences used to investigate the influence of

radiation damping and the demagnetizing field effect on hy- procedure may be required (42) .
In a difference spectrum obtained with a very short mixingdration studies are presented in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1A, which

derives from a scheme described previously (40) , the first time only exchange peaks should be detectable. This was
checked by inspection of the signal buildup in a series ofscan uses radiation damping to rotate the water magnetiza-

tion back to the equilibrium direction after the 907 pulse that difference experiments recorded with increasing mixing
times.follows the relaxation period trel , and prior to the hetero-

nuclear relay step, {15N,1H}-HSQC, all transverse magneti- For the preliminary setup we used one-dimensional ver-
sions of these tests experiments, and before collecting thezation is dephased by the gradient G2 . In the second scan,

all transverse magnetization is dephased immediately after data of interest we recorded two-dimensional versions of the
difference spectra with solvent presaturation or with verythe 907 pulse by the gradient, G2 in gz(II) , which prevents

radiation damping. The difference spectrum obtained from short mixing times.
these two scans contains water–protein NOEs, exchange

NMR Samplespeaks with water, and possibly HN–CaH NOEs when CaH
chemical shifts are close to that of water. For long mixing A 5 mM sample of a 15N-labeled mutant form of the N-

terminal 63-residue fragment of the 434-repressor, 434(1–times some spin diffusion peaks may be present as well.
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264 SOBOL ET AL.

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of three 2D {15N,1H}-HSQC-relayed NOE difference experiments derived from previously published pulse sequences
for protein hydration studies (34, 38, 40) , which were used to investigate the influence of radiation damping. White boxes represent the relay step
{15N,1H}-HSQC. For the schemes (A) and (B) the {15N,1H}-HSQC relay step was performed with sensitivity enhancement (53) and water flip-back
(54) . In scheme (C) the {15N,1H}-HSQC relay step was performed as described in the original publication of this experiment (34) . In each experiment,
I and II denote the two experimental schemes used to obtain the raw data from which the difference spectra were computed. On the rf line, narrow
vertical bars stand for hard 907 proton pulses, broader bars stand for longer pulses as indicated, curved black shapes present selective pulses at the water
frequency, and the box outlined by a broken line, DF, represents a 15N double filter used for artifact suppression. Unless indicated otherwise, the pulses
are applied with x phase. On the line gz , black rectangles represent gradient pulses, curved black shapes indicate sine-bell-shaped gradients, and rectangles
and curved shapes drawn with broken lines represent modifications of the pulse sequence that were introduced in some recordings to reduce radiation
damping effects. On the line rfind , the radiofrequency induced by the coupling of the solvent magnetization with the receiving circuit is indicated. In (A)
and (B) the line rfind (II) is not shown, since radiation damping is suppressed by G2 in trace II. For all experiments the duration of the gradients G1 was
2 ms, their strength was 32 G/cm, and the relaxation delay, trel , was set to 2.5 s. In (A) and (B) the duration of the gradients G2 was 2 ms and their
strength was 30 G/cm; Gm in (B) was 0.5 G/cm. In (C) the radiofrequency pulses on the 13C channel, which are an integral part of the experiment
(34) , are not shown. The proton pulses in the traces rf(I) and rf(II) are shaped with a center lobe of a sinc function and have a duration of 2 ms for
a 907 pulse. The maximum strength of all the sine-bell-shaped gradients was 25 G/cm, with a duration of 0.5 ms for G2 and 10 ms for G3 . The delay
d had a length of 2.4 ms.

63), was used to record spectra with the pulse schemes the spatial distributions of radiation damping and of the de-
magnetizing field in the sample nor possible effects frompresented in Figs. 1A and 1B. The mutant protein has been

shown to fold into a globular structure closely similar to diffusion were considered in the simulations.
that of the wild-type protein (H. Iwai and K. Wüthrich, in
preparation). A 550-ml sample was buffered with 25 mM RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
potassium phosphate in 90% H2O/10% D2O at pH 4.8 and

Demagnetizing Field Effectsmeasured at 137C. For experiments with the pulse scheme
in Fig. 1C, similar conditions were used, but the protein was The magnetic field in a NMR sample is usually assumed
15N,13C-doubly labeled and the concentration was 3 mM. to be constant during a NMR experiment. In reality, time-

dependent fields, as represented schematically in Fig. 2,
Simulation of Artifacts

cause nonlinear behavior of the system. Edzes (9) showed
that due to variations of the longitudinal component of theSimulations of magnetization trajectories were performed

by numerical solution of modified nonlinear Bloch equations solvent magnetization small changes of the magnetic field
may occur during pulse sequences. The longitudinal compo-that include terms describing radiation damping and the de-

magnetizing field (10, 43) . Neither possible differences in nent of the demagnetizing field, Bdz , affects all spins in a
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265COLLECTIVE SOLVENT EFFECTS IN NMR STUDIES OF HYDRATION

frequency lock during acquisition. Since all nuclei in the
sample, including deuterium, are exposed to the same time
variation of the magnetic field, one can expect that a 2H
field–frequency lock might partially compensate for the lon-
gitudinal component of the induced field changes. Thereby
the response to nearly instantaneous changes of the magnetic
field strongly depends on the time constant of the lock sys-
tem. Figure 3B shows the dependence on the time constant
of the lock system efficiency in compensating for the demag-
netizing field after a 1807(1H) pulse. For sufficiently short
time constants and concomitant fast lock response, one can
obtain significant suppression of the effect.

The demagnetizing field also has a transverse component,

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the demagnetizing field Bd and the
radiation damping field Br which originate from the magnetization M for
a cylindrical sample of ‘‘infinite’’ length. Mz and Bdz denote the longitudinal
components of M and Bd , respectively. Mt and Bdt stand for the correspond-
ing transverse components. The phase of the radiation damping, a, is in
general different from p /2 (see text) . Br\ is the projection of Br on Mt ,
and Br⊥ is the component orthogonal to Mt .

macroscopic sample. Relaxation and radiation damping lead
to time variations of the magnetic field during the evolution
period, which results in frequency variations that cause dis-
torted lineshapes. Such effects can best be studied using the
time domain data of a sample with a one-line spectrum that
is placed in a highly homogeneous field. We analyzed the
FID of the 31P line of NaH2PO4 dissolved in 90% H2O/10%
D2O in polar coordinates represented by the magnetization
M( t) and the phase w( t) (see Materials and Methods) ,
where w( t) carries detailed information on field changes.
Figure 3A shows the time variations in the phosphorous
precession frequency, represented by w( t) , as a function of
the length of a proton pulse, b, that precedes the 907(31P)
pulse before 31P acquisition. For b Å 07 the phosphorous

FIG. 3. Demonstration of the demagnetizing field effect and the effi-signal is set on resonance, so that the initial slope of the plot
ciency of a field–frequency lock with variable lock time constant, usingw( t) versus the acquisition time reflects the change of the
1D 31P NMR of 100 mM NaH2PO4 in 90% H2O/10% D2O. The pulse

phosphorous precession frequency ( dw
dt 1

1
2p) and, hence, the sequence used is shown as an inset in (A). Equation [1] was used to

calculate the signal phase, w( t) , as a function of the acquisition time. (A)change of the effective magnetic field caused by the proton
Time evolution of w( t) for the phosphorous signal during acquisition with-pulse b. A maximal effect of 0.6 Hz on the precession fre-
out field–frequency lock when applying a proton pulse with variable flipquency was observed for b Å 1807, as compared to the
angle, b, prior to detection. The offset was chosen so that the phosphorous

theoretical estimate of 0.76 Hz for a cylindrical sample (9) . signal was on resonance for b Å 07. (B) Time evolution of w( t) for the
If the actual experimental coil and sample geometries were phosphorous signal during acquisition in experiments with b Å 1807 and

different settings of the lock time constant. Curve 5 was obtained withouttaken into account, the theoretical estimate would also be
lock and corresponds to the curve for b Å 1807 in (A). The curves 4, 3,smaller than 0.76 Hz. Radiation damping and longitudinal
2, and 1 were recorded with decreasing values of the lock time constantrelaxation of the solvent change the dipolar field effect dur-
(Vnmr parameter lockacqtc Å 4, 3, 2, and 1, respectively) , resulting in a

ing acquisition, and therefore the plots of w( t) versus the faster response of the lock system to disturbances. The difference in noise
acquisition time are not linear. amplitude between (A) and (B) is due to the fact that different numbers

of scans were accumulated in the two types of experiments.The experiment of Fig. 3A was performed without field–
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266 SOBOL ET AL.

Bdt , (Fig. 2) (20) . The effect of the transverse component component of the demagnetizing field by fulfilling the condi-
tion Br \ Å 0Bdt (Fig. 2) .vanishes with increasing frequency offset from the solvent.

Consequently, even an ideal lock system cannot fully com-
pensate for the demagnetizing field effect on the solvent and Consequences of Radiation Damping and the
on signals within several kilohertz of the solvent resonance. Demagnetizing Field Effect for Studies of
Since it originates from the solvent magnetization, the trans- Macromolecular Hydration
verse component of the demagnetizing field produces a sol-
vent frequency shift (e.g., Refs. 20, 44) , and it cannot Manifestations of radiation damping for a particular pulse

sequence can be simulated on the basis of modified Blochchange the longitudinal component of the solvent magnetiza-
tion. The demagnetizing field depends strongly on the sam- equations (e.g., Ref. 44) . For simplicity of the presentation

we restrict the following considerations to radiation dampingple geometry and would vanish completely in a spherical
sample (e.g., Ref. 9) , but the use of a spherical sample is during periods of free evolution, without accounting for re-

laxation. An evolution period with radiation damping cannot practical as it results in a dramatically reduced filling
factor. If the solvent magnetization is in different ‘‘states’’ then be represented by a properly shaped pulse, i.e., a trun-

cated hyperbolic secant pulse (see Eq. [2] , where U is prede-during the evolution periods of the two data sets to be sub-
tracted, a difference NMR spectrum will contain ‘‘disper- fined by the pulse sequence used, A and tr must be deter-

mined experimentally, and the truncation (see Fig. 1) issive-like’’ (‘‘antiphase-like’’) artifacts (9) , which are espe-
cially pronounced for narrow signals. Because phase cycling dictated by the available free evolution time). Such a pulse

may disturb the magnetization of spins that resonate as muchis a type of subtraction procedure, it alone can already pro-
duce such artifacts (e.g., Ref. 45) . as several kilohertz away from the solvent signal. We used

this simplified formalism to examine the consequences of
Radiation Damping Effects radiation damping for studies of solvent–macromolecule

NOEs. In the difference techniques used for solvent–solute
Radiation damping is the result of interactions between

NOE measurements shown in Fig. 1, radiation damping is
the magnetization vector and the resonant electric circuit,

included in the form of ‘‘induced’’ shaped rf pulses to indi-
which can be represented as an induced shaped radiofre-

cate periods where small differences between the scans I
quency pulse. For periods of free evolution the shape of

and II may result. Figure 4 shows spectra obtained with the
such pulses is reminiscent of a hyperbolic secant (1) . For

pulse sequences of Fig. 1 for a mutant form of the N-terminal
example, if the angle between the solvent magnetization and

domain of the 434-repressor, 434(1–63). A spectrum ob-
the magnetic field at the beginning of an evolution period

tained with the experiment where radiation damping is repre-
is U (see Fig. 2) , then the amplitude of the radiation damp-

sented by a sech( t /tr ) -shaped pulse according to Eq. [2]
ing field is given by (e.g., Refs. 44, 46)

(Fig. 1A) contains signals for all amide protons in the pro-
tein except one, the position of which is indicated by a
circle (Fig. 4A). Such a result can hardly be expected forÉBr ( t)É Å ArsechH t

tr

0 lnS tan
U

2 DJ , [2]
a globular protein with a well-defined core that protects part
of the amide protons from solvent contact. A standard control
2D spectrum recorded with weak presaturation of the waterwhere A is the maximum strength of the radiation damping

field, and tr is a damping time constant which depends on resonance before the start of the actual pulse sequence was
found to contain no peaks. To further investigate possiblethe magnitude of the solvent magnetization, the gyromag-

netic ratio, the quality factor of the probehead, and the filling sources for the apparent artifactual peaks in Fig. 1A, several
additional test were used as described in the following.factor of the coil. Equation [2] does not account for solvent

relaxation. If the probe is perfectly tuned to the solvent A series of 1D {15N,1H}-HSQC-relayed NOE difference
spectra were recorded with variable tm to investigate thefrequency, then the radiation damping field lags behind the

solvent magnetization by 907 ( in Fig. 2, a Å 907 and ÉBr \É signal buildup. These spectra show strong offset-dependent
oscillations for very short tm values. Figures 5A and 5CÅ 0) (43) . Slight detuning of the receiving circuit to a

frequency different from the solvent resonance (providing display such oscillations for two signals with offsets from
the water resonance of 1506 and 2651 Hz, respectively. Thethat the resonance width of the probe is large compared to

this difference) leads to a small change in the phase of the oscillations originate from an offset-dependent effect of the
radiation damping field (sech( t /tr ) ) on the transverse com-radiation damping field Br , a, and Br \ does not vanish any

more (Fig. 2) . The effect of the transverse demagnetizing ponent of proton magnetization. They decay with increasing
mixing time, tm, and have an envelope of sech( t /tr ) , whichfield Bdt mentioned above is thus equivalent to the effect of

Br \ which may result from a small phase shift of the radiation is defined by the radiation damping, and reach asymptoti-
cally a nonzero, negative value (dashed lines in Fig. 5) .damping field (44) (Fig. 2) . In principle, therefore, probe

detuning can be used to reduce the effect of the transverse Numerical results can be obtained by simulations (Figs. 5B
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267COLLECTIVE SOLVENT EFFECTS IN NMR STUDIES OF HYDRATION

FIG. 4. (A) – (D) Contour plots of the spectral region (v1(15N) Å 106.0–128.5 ppm, v2(1H) Å 6.6–9.3 ppm) of 2D {15N,1H}-HSQC-relayed NOE
difference experiments. In (A), (B), and (C) the sample used was a 5 mM solution of a uniformly 15N-labeled mutant form of the 63-residue N-terminal
DNA-binding domain of the 434, 434(1–63). For (D), a 3 mM 15N,13C-labeled sample of the same protein was used. For all four experiments the solvent
was 90% H2O/10% D2O, pH 4.8 and T Å 137C. Positive peaks are drawn with solid lines and negative peaks with dashed lines. (A) Spectrum obtained with
the sequence in Fig. 1A, using tm Å 68 ms. The circle indicates the position of the only backbone amide signal that is missing when compared to the {15N,1H}-
HSQC spectrum recorded with the same conditions. The arrows point to peaks that correspond to residues with less than 5% solvent accessibility. (B) Same
as (A), except that a 15N double filter was inserted into the pulse sequence (DF in Fig. 1A). Rectangles indicate subtraction artifacts originating from the
demagnetizing field effect. (C) Spectrum obtained with the pulse sequence of Fig. 1B, with tm Å 100 ms. (D) Spectrum obtained with the experiment of Fig.
1C, with tm Å 60 ms. (E) – (F *) Two pairs of corresponding cross sections from the spectra (A) and (B), taken along v2(1H) at the v1(15N) chemical shifts
indicated by the arrows in (A) and (B). The asterisks identify artifactual peaks in the traces E and F.
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268 SOBOL ET AL.

tivity. This can be verified by comparing the integral of the
solvent signal before and after the filter in separate experi-
ments. The modified experiment results in the spectrum
shown in Fig. 4B. At the position indicated by a circle in
Figs. 4A and 4B, there is now a weak positive exchange
peak, which was apparently canceled in (A) by artifactual
negative peak intensity. All peaks observed in the spectrum
of Fig. 4B correspond to amide protons of amino acid resi-
dues that are either near the protein surface or have the Ha

chemical shift close to the water resonance. Interior amide
protons (arrows in Fig. 4) no longer show ‘‘NOEs’’ to water
protons. To compare the relative amplitudes of artifactual
and real signals, cross sections through the two data sets are
shown in Figs. 4E, 4E*, 4F and 4F *.

FIG. 5. Plots of the buildup from tm Å 100 ms to 1 ms of two signals Figure 4B still contains ‘‘dispersive-like’’ peaks (framed
in the experiment of Fig. 1A with offsets from the water resonance of 1506

by the two rectangles) that originate from the effect of theHz (A) and 2651 Hz (C). Panels (B) and (D) show simulations of the
demagnetizing field during acquisition. These peaks wereexpected effect for these signals. Asymptotic values for the oscillations are

indicated by dashed lines. The simulation was based on modified Bloch masked by other strong artifacts in Fig. 4A. These disper-
equations that take the influence of radiation damping and the demagnetiz- sive-like peaks can be suppressed by omitting the water flip-
ing field into account (44) . Simulated intensities are given in percent of back pulse in the {15N,1H}-HSQC relay step. Since the
the equilibrium magnetization of the protein protons before the start of the

water magnetization at the end of the mixing period tm ispulse sequence.
either aligned along /z ( trace I of Fig. 1A) or dephased
(trace II in Fig. 1A) in the two experiments to be subtracted,
the use of the water flip-back pulse in the {15N,1H}-HSQCand 5D) based on modified Bloch equations (44) , taking

into account the evolution of the magnetization during the relay step results in slightly different magnetic fields in the
sample during acquisition. The absence of a similar disper-907 pulse (10.6 ms) and the following short delay (16.9 ms)

before the start of the gradient G2 ( trace gz(II) in Fig. 1A). sive-like pattern in the 15N dimension is explained mainly
by the averaging of the demagnetizing field effect (e.g., Ref.There is a striking similarity between the measured and sim-

ulated data. The residual difference between the offsets of 49) achieved by the proton 1807 refocusing pulse in the
middle of the 15N evolution period, and the downscalingthe oscillations in the experimental and simulated results

(dashed lines in Fig. 5) is primarily due to differences in of the demagnetizing field effect by the coefficient of the
gyromagnetic ratios. Dispersive-like artifacts in the directthe radiation damping phase, which depends on the tuning

of the probe. The nonvanishing offset gives rise to artifacts, and/or indirect dimensions have been observed for methyl
lines and other sharp resonances in homonuclear and hetero-i.e., negative peaks with intensities of the order of 1% of

the equilibrium magnetization of the protein protons before nuclear difference experiments (e.g., Ref. 50) and it seems
very likely that artifacts similar to those in NOE experimentsthe start of the pulse sequence. An additional modulation of

the signal buildup by spin–spin coupling can be observed (Fig. 4B) will also be found in water–protein ROE experi-
ments; they can usually be suppressed by minor modifica-for longer mixing times, but the asymptotic behavior of the

artifactual signals is not changed. tions of the pulse sequence (e.g., Ref. 45) .
The pulse sequence of Fig. 1B for the detection of sol-Currently used precautions for reducing adverse effects

of radiation damping consist of using small sample volumes vent–macromolecular NOEs is based on selective water flip-
back by radiation damping (38) . In Fig. 1B the radiationand keeping the solvent defocused by field gradients (e.g.,

Ref. 39) , active electronic feedback (4, 5) (not commer- damping after the 1607 1H pulse is represented by a sech
( t /tr 0 1.74)-shaped pulse (see Eq. [2]) . A standard testcially available) , or Q-switching (6) . Of course, these ap-

proaches cannot be used to suppress artifacts in pulse se- spectrum acquired with presaturation of the water resonance
before the start of the actual experiment contained no signals.quences based on selective water flip-back by radiation

damping. In the experiment of Fig. 1A the artifacts can be Comparison of the spectrum obtained using the technique
of Fig. 4C with the spectra in Figs. 4A and 4B shows thateliminated by modifying the pulse sequence in such a way

that there is no transverse magnetization during tm for all it contains artifactual peaks of significant amplitude. The
origin of these artifacts is identical to that for the previously15N-bound protons. This can be achieved by the addition of

a 15N double filter, DF (47, 48) , as indicated in Fig. 1A. described pulse sequence of Fig. 1A, the only difference
being that the amplitude of the oscillations is predefined byThe choice of the 15N filter used is not critical. The only

limitation is that solvent magnetization before and after the sech( t /tr 0 1.74) and has a maximum at t Å 1.74 tr . The
pulse sequence of Fig. 1B is intrinsically more sensitive thanfilter should not differ significantly, to prevent loss of sensi-
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269COLLECTIVE SOLVENT EFFECTS IN NMR STUDIES OF HYDRATION

applying a weak field gradient during the entire mixing time
and shifting the refocusing gradient G2 as close to the last
selective 907 pulse as possible (Fig. 1C). Spectra obtained
using the original experiment and the modified pulse se-
quence, respectively (Figs. 6A and 6B), demonstrate partial
suppression of the artifacts by the modifications indicated
by the dashed lines in Fig. 1C. Nevertheless, the suppression
of the artifacts seems to be incomplete, as implied by a
comparison with the spectrum of Fig. 6C, which was ob-
tained with the pulse sequence of Fig. 1A after insertion of
a 15N double filter just before the 907(1H) pulse (dashed
square in Fig. 1A).

FIG. 6. Spectral region (6.6–10.0 ppm) in the first FID of three different
Overall, considering that we investigated only three of{15N,1H}-HSQC-relayed NOE difference experiments measured with a 3

the numerous pulse sequences that have been proposed formM solution of 15N,13C-labeled mutant 434(1–63) in 90% H2O/10% D2O
at pH 4.8 and 137C. (A) Spectrum obtained with the experiment of Fig. hydration studies and that the artifacts discussed here depend
1C. (B) Same as (A), except that radiation damping effects were reduced on the field strength B0 , we prefer not to propose a unique
by an additional gradient applied during the mixing time (Gm in Fig. 1C), pulse sequence that would perform best. Otherwise the mes-
and by shifting the gradient G2 to the end of the second d delay (shown in

sage seems clear: when working at high magnetic fieldFig. 1C by broken lines) . (C) Spectrum obtained with the pulse sequence
strength B0 one must keep in mind collective solvent effectsof Fig. 1A after insertion of a 15N double filter before the 907(1H) pulse

(DF in Fig. 1A). when studying specific hydration by NMR.

CONCLUSIONS
the one of Fig. 1A, since it employs a difference between
water magnetization and protein proton magnetization that In spite of its small magnitude (maximum strength 15–

30 Hz) the radiation damping field may disturb nuclei reso-is nearly twice as large. However, since the scheme requires
that the amide protons should not be saturated, artifacts can- nating as much as 2 to 3 kHz away from the solvent signal.

The amplitude of such disturbances can be of the order ofnot be suppressed simply with a 15N filter.
We further investigated an experiment in use for measure- 1% of the equilibrium nuclear magnetization and the corre-

sponding signals may be visible, for example, when usingments of proton exchange and hydration in 13C,15N-labeled
molecules that is based on the application of selective pulses difference techniques in studies of solvent–solute NOEs and

exchange measurements. The absence of signals in the com-on the water resonance (Fig. 1C) (34) . In this scheme,
radiation damping is effective during the delay d after the monly used difference experiment with presaturation of the

solvent signal before the start of the exchange experimentrefocusing of the water magnetization by the gradient G2

and, for odd scans (scheme I) , also during the mixing time (e.g., Refs. 28, 51, 52) is no guarantee for the absence of
artifacts, since it eliminates radiation damping and the sol-following the gradient G3 , tm. The delay d is rather short and

the resulting radiation damping is represented as a truncated vent demagnetizing field along with the artifacts arising from
them. Pulse sequences for hydration measurements are verysech( t /tr ) pulse of appropriate phase (x or 0x) . Since for

odd scans the water magnetization at the start of the mixing sensitive to small details in their implementation, such as
short delays and positioning of gradient pulses, as well astime tm is antiparallel to the magnetic field, the phase of the

water magnetization and hence of the radiation damping to hardware parameters, such as the probe tuning and the
time constant of the field–frequency lock system. To mini-effect is nearly random (38) . In our hands, even a standard

test with water presaturation showed artifacts in experiments mize artifacts in the spectra, extensive, time-consuming test
procedures are required each time before collecting data.at 750 MHz. We then decreased the power and changed the

shape of the selective water flip-back pulse in the {15N,1H}- This is especially important when porting a pulse sequence
to a higher-field spectrometer, where radiation damping andHSQC pulse sequence (see Materials and Methods) when

compared to the original scheme (34) . The water–protein demagnetizing field effects are intrinsically stronger.
In general, the test procedures should include a cancella-NOE spectrum obtained using this slightly modified pulse

sequence (Fig. 4D) still contains apparent artifacts, since tion test for the relay step, a difference test with presaturation
of the solvent signal, and either an experiment with a verypeaks are observed for some of the buried amide protons

(compare with Fig. 4B). We did not investigate in detail short mixing time (õ5 ms) or the recording of buildup
curves of the solvent–protein NOEs. Careful investigationthe origin of all the artifacts obtained with this pulse se-

quence, but peaks originating from radiation damping could of the NOE buildup for small time increments (Ç100 ms)
can also be useful for testing such pulse sequences. Thebe reduced by keeping the solvent defocused during the

delays d and the mixing time tm. This was achieved by demagnetizing field effect can be a source of ‘‘dispersive-
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quantum coherence generated by spin-cavity coupling, J. Chem.like’’ subtraction artifacts. These artifacts can usually be
Phys. 93, 858–859 (1990).suppressed by proper modification of the pulse sequence. In

16. Q. He, W. Richter, S. Vathyam, and W. S. Warren, Intermolecularsome cases water flip-back pulses may have to be sacrificed
multiple-quantum coherences and cross correlations in solutionfor the sake of data reliability. The deuterium field–fre- nuclear magnetic resonance, J. Chem. Phys. 98, 6779–6800

quency lock system can usually not fully compensate for the (1993).
influence of the demagnetizing field, both since it has typi- 17. W. S. Warren, W. Richter, A. H. Andreotti, and B. T. Farmer II,
cally a rather long response time for optimal stability (see Generation of impossible cross-peaks between bulk water and bio-

molecules in solution NMR, Science 262, 2005–2009 (1993).Fig. 3B) and because the deuterium signal is not sensitive
18. D. Abergel, M. A. Delsuc, and J.-Y. Lallemand, Comment on: Isto the transverse component of the proton demagnetizing

multiple quantum nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy of liq-field.
uid water real? J. Chem. Phys. 96, 1657–1658 (1992).
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